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ABSTRACT Low-�eld NMR technology has been widely used in many �elds, among which the most
representative method is the use of CPMG sequence for T2 measurement. Important parameters such as
permeability, saturation and �uid type of porous media can be obtained by T2 spectrum inversion calculation
of NMR echo sequence signal. However, T2 spectrum inversion calculation is easily affected by noise signals.
Improving the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of echo signal is one of the key problems with the application of
low-�eld NMR technology. Therefore, in order to obtain more accurate analysis results, it is necessary to
develop corresponding noise reduction methods. The past researches on NMR signal noise reduction mainly
focus on echo string. In this paper, a complete NMR signal model is constructed, and the problem of the
echo and echo string de-noising is discussed. FIR �lter and orthogonal modulation �lter (OMF) are studied
for noise reduction of echo. To solve the problem of echo string de-noising, an improved complementary
ensemble empirical mode decomposition (CEEMD) threshold de-noising method is proposed and compared
with the heuristic threshold de-noising method based on sym4 wavelet and the previous empirical mode
decomposition (EMD) threshold de-noising method. Based on the construction model and practical veri-
�cation, it is proved that the proposed method can invert the more accurate T2 spectrum while improving
the signal-to-noise ratio. The research results of this paper provide a strong support for the application of
low-�eld NMR technology in the environment of strong noise.

INDEX TERMS Empirical mode decomposition, noise reduction, nuclear magnetic resonance.

I. INTRODUCTION
Low-�eld NMR technology characterized by relaxation
measurement has been widely used in petroleum explo-
ration, biomedicine, quality control and other �elds, among
which the most representative method is the use of CPMG
sequence [1] for T2 measurement. In order to obtain more
accurate T2 spectrum, it is necessary to improve the signal-
to-noise ratio of NMR logging signals.

The existing NMR noise reduction methods generally
adopt the different distribution of signal and noise in time
domain, frequency domain or time-frequency domain to
reduce noise. Due to their advantages in NMR signal
processing, these noise reduction methods are taken seri-
ously [2]�[5]. In particular, the wavelet noise reduction
method, which can maintain the peak signal while noise
reduction features, has become a current research hotspot.
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In recent years, Huang proposed a new time-frequency anal-
ysis method � empirical mode decomposition (EMD). These
methods have been widely used in signal noise reduction in
various �elds [6]�[9]. EMD is an adaptive decomposition
method. But it has the problem of modal aliasing. With the
study of EMD, Huang proposed the integrated empirical
mode decomposition method (EEMD) to improve the EMD
method by adding white noise to better suppress the phe-
nomenon of modal aliasing. However, white noise added in
EEMD cannot be completely neutralized, so the researchers
propose complementary ensemble empirical mode decom-
position (CEEMD). CEEMD does not only guarantee the
decomposition effect, but also reduces the reconstruction
error caused by white noise.

CEEMD has been applied for ground penetrating
radar (GPR) signal de-noising [10], seismic exploration sig-
nal processing [11], MEMS gyro signal de-noising [12],
rolling bearing fault diagnosis [13] and other �elds. However,
it has not been used in NMR logging signal processing.
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The existing NMR signal de-noising methods generally
assume that the noise is white noise subject to Gaus-
sian distribution, but in fact it is much more complicated.
For the de-noising of NMR echo string, many scholars
adopt wavelet threshold de-noising method, and put forward
many improved methods based on it [14], [15]. However,
the wavelet threshold de-noising method is based on the
underlying white noise model, which cannot eliminate the
colored noise. Furthermore, the appropriate wavelet base and
decomposition layers number should be determined before
wavelet decomposition. This greatly increases the complex-
ity and dif�culty of the application and affects the appli-
cation effect. CEEMD is a decomposition based on raw
data. Therefore, this paper proposes a CEEMD method based
on improved threshold value for echo string noise reduc-
tion. Fractional Gaussian noise (FGn) was used to model
the noise of the echo string. The Hurst parameter [16] of
FGn was estimated to build the threshold function to effec-
tively remove all kinds of noises. In this paper, the proposed
method and the existing methods are simulated and com-
pared to verify the advantages of this method. The mea-
sured data are processed to verify the effectiveness of the
method.

In this paper, in order to achieve the optimal de-noising
effect, noise reduction methods are studied for both the spin
echo signal and the echo string signal. The rest of the paper is
organized as follows: the second section determines the over-
all noise reduction scheme and introduces the noise reduction
methods involved in it in detail. In the third section, numerical
simulation and experiment are carried out to evaluate the
noise reduction effect on the change of SNR and the compar-
ison of inversion effect. The fourth section summarizes the
work of this paper.

II. METHOD
The SNR of the echo series signal directly affects the accu-
racy of relaxation time of the inversion. The overall scheme
�ow chart for noise reduction is determined as shown in
Figure 1. For noise reduction of spin echos, we adopt FIR
�ltering and Orthogonal modulation �ltering-OMF (abbrevi-
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generating the ith IMF component, and N is the number of
decomposition.

(2) Second, calculate the �rst residual signal r1(t), i.e.,

r1(t) = x(t)− C1(t) (2)

(3) Then, set r1(t) + σE1[wi(t)](i = 1, 2, ...N ) as the
new signal for EMD decomposition. Similar to the step (1),
the average value of the �rst IMF component obtained from
the decomposition of EMD in this step is used as the second
IMF component of the CEEMD decomposition, i.e.,

C2(t) = (1/N )
N∑

i=1

E1[r1(t)+ σE1[wi(t)]] (3)

(4) Finally, repeat the above steps; thus, we can obtain the
(j+1)th IMF component Cj+1(t), i.e.,

Cj+1(t) = (1/N )
N∑

i=1

E1[rj(t)+ σEj[wi(t)]]

x(t) =
L∑

i=1

Ci(t)+ R(t) (4)

R(t) is the last residual function. Through the above pro-
cess, CEEMD decomposition and reconstruction are realized.

2) FRACTIONAL GAUSSIAN NOISE MODEL
As previously mentioned, the core of CEEMD threshold
noise reduction method is to construct an appropriate thresh-
old according to the noise energy estimated by each IMF.
Therefore, Fractional Gaussian noise (FGn) is introduced in
this paper.

FGn is a generalization of discrete Gaussian white
noise [17]�[21]. It is a universal model of uniform broadband
noise without the main frequency band and is essentially a
discrete time process [22]. The statistical characteristic of
FGn is only determined by its second order structure, which
only depends on the real value parameter H . FGn is gener-
ally de�ned as a zero-mean Gaussian stationary process. Its
autocorrelation sequence is shown in Eq (5):

RH (τ ) = (σ 2/2)(|τ − 1|2H
− 2|τ |2H

+ |τ + 1|2H ) (5)

where, τ is the lag length and σ 2 is the variance. The proposed
CEEMD threshold de-noising method uses FGn to model the
noise of echo string signal. As the core of FGn, the parameter
H needs to be estimated to build the threshold function.
In this paper, periodic graph method was used to estimate H .
Periodic graph is a basic numerical method of power spectral
density (PSD) calculation of time series. For a discrete time
series, its periodic diagram is shown in Eq (6):

p(f ) = (1/2πN )
N∑

j=1

|Xjeijf
|
2 (6)

The PSD of FGn is obtained by applying the discrete
Fourier transform into the auto-correlation function (5) as

follows:

SH (f ) = Cσ 2
|ei2π f

− 1|2
∞∑

τ=−∞

(1/|f + τ |2H+1) (7)

where f is frequency and C is constant. If H is not equal to
0.5, the PSD of FGn is approximate to:

SH (f ) ∼ Cσ 2
|f |1−2H (8)

Convert Eq (8) into logarithmic form:

log SH (f ) ≈ (1− 2H ) log |f | + C (9)

As shown in Eq (9), the slope of the logarithmic
periodic graph corresponding to the logarithmic frequency is
ρ = 1− 2H . We can get the logarithmic periodic graph of
the echo string signal to be processed, and then use the least
square �tting method to �t it to get the �tting line. According
to the slope of the �tting line, we get the H parameter we
need.

3) SELECTION OF THRESHOLD FUNCTION
In this study, the EMD method was employed to decompose
Fractal Gaussian noise and analyze the energy distribution
of the noise signal on each IMF. The noise energy dis-
tribution of follow-up IMF can be estimated by using the
noise energy of the �rst and the second component of the
IMF(imf (1,2)(t)) [23]. Therefore, the threshold noise reduc-
tion method based on CEEMD �rstly needs to calculate the
noise energy of imf (1,2)(t). The estimation formula is as
follows:

σj = (median(|imf (j)(t)|))/0.6754 j = 1, 2 (10)

The improved threshold is selected for �ltering, and the
speci�c expression of the threshold is as follows:

Thj = σj(2 ln N )1/2/ ln(2j+ 1) j = 1, 2 (11)

where N is the length of the processed signal.
The relation between power spectral density (PSD) of noise

distribution of each IMF and coef�cient j is [16]:

Sj′,H (f )=ρ
(2H−2)(j′−j)
H Sj,H (ρj′−j

H f ) j′ > j ≥ 2 (12)

where, ρH can be solved by the following quadratic equation:

ρH ≈ 2.01+ 0.2(H − 0.5)+ 0.12(H − 0.5)2 (13)

where H is the value of Hurst index between 0 and 1, and
when the fractal Gaussian noise is Gaussian white noise H =
0.5 [24]. Then we can integrate the power spectral density of
each IMF over the frequency spectrum to obtain the variation
on noise power with the coef�cient on each IMF:

V (j′) =

+∞∫
−∞

Sj′,H (f )df

=

+∞∫
−∞

ρ
(2H−1)(j′−j)
H Sj′,H (ρj′−j

H f )df
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= ρ
(2H−2)(j′−j)
H V (j) (14)

Since the value range of H is in (0,1), the existing relation
(j′ > j ≥ 2) proves that the noise energy at each IMF
decreases with the increase of the coef�cient. At the same
time, it can be found that the noise energy at any IMF can be
calculated by using the energy at imf 2(t).

V (j) = σ 2
j (15)

Therefore, the threshold value on any IMF of j′ > j ≥ 2
can be calculated by the following formula:

V (j) = ρ(2H−2)(j−2)
H V (2) = ρ(2H−2)(j−2)

H σ 2
2 (16)

The improved CEEMD de-noising threshold is

T̂hj = (V̂ (j) · 2 ln N )1/2/ ln(2j+ 1)

= σ̂ (j)(2 ln N )1/2/ ln(2j+ 1) j> 2 (17)

In the process of threshold noise reduction, CEEMD
threshold noise reduction method is different from wavelet
threshold noise reduction method. In general, hard threshold
or soft threshold equation is not adopted.

For the application of threshold noise reduction to NMR
signal, the proposed CEEMD threshold de-noising method
is more inclined to hard threshold. However, direct thresh-
old causes discontinuity in the thresholded IMFs. We adopt
the more sophisticated interval threshold instead. According
to the nature of IMF, all IMF quantities are composed of
oscillations passing zero. A point on the jth IMF (imf (j)(t))
is denoted by dj(k) and all zero points of imf (j)(t) is denoted
by Zm

j . The threshold �ltering method can be expressed as;
when Zm

j is in the scope of [Zm
j ,Z

m+1
j ), if there is any |dj(k)|

greater than T̂hj, we keep all the Zm
j in [Zm

j ,Z
m+1
j ). The

interval threshold equation is shown as:

d̃j(Zm
j ) =

{
dj(Zm

j ), max|dj(rm
j )| ≥ T̂hj

0, max|dj(rm
j )| < T̂hj

(18)

where dj(Zm
j ) indicates the samples of the interval Zm

j , and rm
j

represents the single extremum of the interval [25].
The improved CEEMD threshold de-noising method is

shown as Figure 3. Based on the analysis of the proposed
method, its time complexity is O(n3).

III. RESULTS
Numerical simulation and experiments are carried out in this
section. In order to evaluate the effect of noise reduction, it is
analyzed from the following two aspects: �rst, the change of
signal-to-noise ratio; the second is the comparison of inver-
sion effects.

A. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
According to the overall noise reduction scheme, as shown
in Figure 4, we �rst built the simulation model.

FIGURE 3. The improved CEEMD threshold de-noising method.

1) ESTABLISHMENT OF SIMULATION MODEL
In the process of NMR logging, the stratigraphic informa-
tion is very complex. For example, the pore size presents
a distribution trend, and the liquid composition is also very
complex. In the process of NMR logging, an echo string can
be obtained by employing CPMG pulse echo attenuation.
The string is not affected by a single T2 value, but with a
certain functional relationship with different T2 values. The
functional relationship is expressed as

M (t) =
∑

Mi(0)e−t/T2i (19)

After the establishment of T2 spectrum model with two-
peak, an attenuation echo string curve C1 was obtained. The
process of constructing simulation signal is as follows:

(1) A single echo signal is simulated based on the function

s = e−100000|t|(sin(2π × 960000t)) (20)

(2) Extend a single echo signal to form 300 echoes.
(3) Multiply the result from step 1 by C1 to get the desired

signal.
(4) Based on step 2, the simulation signal is obtained by

adding noise.
Based on above, the proposed de-noising method includes

the following steps:
(1) Establish the simulation signal model.
(2) FIR and OMF are used to reduce the noise of each echo

respectively. The peak value of each echo is extracted to form
an echo string.

(3) Implement CEEMD for the echo string signal to obtain
IMFs.
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FIGURE 7. Echo string after FIR-OMF of SNR = −33.3191dB signal.

FIGURE 8. Logarithmic period diagram.

the threshold noise reduction algorithm based on EMD and
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FIGURE 11. Echo string after FIR-OMF of SNR = −51.7415dB signal.

The SNR changes after noise reduction of −33.3191dB
signal and −51.7415dB signal were calculated respectively.
The results are shown in Table 1. It can be seen that the FIR-
OMF method improves SNR and achieves certain de-noising
effect. For the de-noising of echo string, the three methods
mentioned in this paper can obviously improve the signal-to-
noise ratio. Under the background of strong noise, CEEMD
method is obviously better than wavelet in improving SNR.
This shows that the proposed method is suitable for strong
noise reduction.

TABLE 1. Noise reduction effect analysis.

3) INVERSION ANALYSIS
The purpose of signal noise reduction is to obtain relatively
accurate T2 spectrum. So it is very important to carry out
inversion analysis on the reconstructed signal. In this paper,
SVD inversion method is used to carry out inversion analysis
of the various de-noising methods mentioned in this paper,
and is compared with the ideal T2 spectrum. Figure 14 is an
ideal T2 spectrum. In order to facilitate analysis, the T2 spec-
trum obtained by inversion of various methods is �nally
displayed on the graph, as shown in Figure 15 and Figure 16.
From the inversion results, it can be seen that the FIR-OMF
algorithm can improve the accuracy of T2 spectrum with
the noise reduction of the spin echo. For noise reduction of
echo string, the improved threshold noise reduction algorithm

FIGURE 12. Logarithmic period diagram.

FIGURE 13. Reconstructed signal.

based on CEEMD proposed in this paper is superior to other
algorithms.

B. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
The effectiveness of our proposed method is veri�ed by
practical experiments.

The experimental samples are shown in Figure 17, which
are tight sandstone samples. Two-dimensional T1-T2 spec-
trum experiments were carried out on these samples with the
2MHz benchtop NMR spectrometer from Magritek, to obtain
two-dimensional data, which was equivalent to measuring
multiple groups of T2 in the process of longitudinal mag-
netization vector attenuation. The �rst three groups of them
are taken for experimental analysis. Since the experimental
instrument has embedded noise reduction algorithm, the orig-
inal three sets of data are taken as ideal data. In addition,
the three sets of data were processed by the method men-
tioned in this paper.
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FIGURE 14. The ideal T2 spectrum.

FIGURE 15. SNR = −33.3191dB All methods T2 spectrum comparison.

FIGURE 16. SNR = −51.7415dB All methods T2 spectrum comparison.

Signal to noise ratio and T2 spectrum inversion results
are also used to verify the results. Table 2 shows the SNR
comparison processed by the three methods. It can be seen

FIGURE 17. Tight sandstone sample.

TABLE 2. Analysis of noise reduction effect.

FIGURE 18. Inversion results with noise data 1.

that the algorithm proposed in this paper improves the SNR
compared with the other two methods.

Figure 18-Figure 20 are the T2 spectrum inversion results
after processing the three groups of data respectively. It can
be seen that the inversion T2 spectrum obtained by the pro-
posed algorithm based on CEEMD is basically consistent
with the original spectrum after noise reduction. However,
the T2 spectrum curves obtained by EMD and wavelet anal-
ysis are signi�cantly different from the original spectrum.

To further verify the effectiveness of the method, random
noise was added to the �rst three groups of data. Then,
the method described in this paper was applied to noise
reduction of these data. Table 3 shows the SNR comparison
processed by the three methods. As shown in Figure 21-23,
the T2 spectrum of signal added noise is obtained by
inversion. The algorithm proposed in this paper not only
improves the signal-to-noise ratio, but also can basically
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FIGURE 19. Inversion results with noise data 2.

FIGURE 20. Inversion results with noise data 3.

FIGURE 21. Inversion results with noise data 1.

restore the original T2 spectrum. However, EMD and wavelet
analysis can hardly restore the original T2 spectrum.

The above experimental results show that the proposed
method is not only suitable for processing high noise sig-
nals, but also for processing low noise signals. When deal-
ing with high noise signals, a higher signal-to-noise ratio
can be obtained relative to the EMD and wavelet methods,
inverting a more accurate structure. When dealing with low

FIGURE 22. Inversion results with noise data 2.

FIGURE 23. Inversion results with noise data 3.

TABLE 3. Noise reduction effect analysis.

noise signals, the proposed method can better guarantee the
accuracy of signal inversion compared to EMD and wavelet
methods.

IV. SUMMARY
In this paper, a complete NMR signal model is established,
aiming at noise reduction of echo. Simulation results show
that orthogonal modulation �lter can effectively reduce echo
noise in low SNR environment. In view of the noise reduction
problem of echo string, wavelet threshold de-noising is gen-
erally favored for its excellent de-noising effect. However,
for the NMR signal with noise, when it contains small range
of effective information, the wavelet threshold de-noising
will suppress most of the noise and remove the effective
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information with a small range at the same time. CEEMD
is an improved algorithm of EMD, which not only retains
the advantage of EMD in processing non-stationary signals,
but also can effectively overcome the modal aliasing prob-
lem of EMD. Compared with the heuristic wavelet threshold
de-noising method based on deterministic algorithm and the
threshold de-noising algorithm based on EMD, the improved
CEEMD threshold de-noising method proposed in this paper
can not only improve the signal-to-noise ratio, but also get
more accurate T2 inversion spectrum while improving SNR.

The proposed CEEMD threshold de-noising process is
combined with noise modeling. Fractional Gaussian noise,
as the generalization of white noise, re�ects the correlation
characteristic of noise, well suitable for modeling NMR sig-
nals. The standard deviations of noise in the �rst two IMFs
are estimated by the robust estimator. Then, the noise vari-
ances in other IMFs can be derived according to the variance
relation among the IMFs decomposed from FGn. The esti-
mated variances of noise and the corresponding thresholds
are IMF order-dependent. The thresholds are evaluated by the
estimated noise variances and the interval threshold scheme
is adopted in the proposed CEEMD threshold de-noising.
According to the analysis in section 3, the proposed method
is not only suitable for processing high noise signals, but also
for processing low noise signals. Therefore, this paper pro-
vides a strong support for the application of low-�eld NMR
technology in the environment of strong noise. However, this
method cannot be used for real-time online systems at this
stage. It depends on its complexity. In order to be applied
to real-time signal processing, the structure of the algorithm
should be further designed in the application. This is also our
future research direction.
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